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.Rocket man: Matt Damon had.

.got there by 2035 in The Martian.
Continued on: Page 34 »

THE
LATEST

E
IGHTEEN years – that’s
how long it will be before
we’re teched up enough to
get to Mars, start a farm,
live on it for a while and

survive a space disaster. That’s if
you believe Matt Damon’s film The
Martian, set in 2035. So how close is
science fiction to current science fact?
Certainly the US government’s mission

to colonise Mars remains on track after
President Donald Trump confirmed that
Nasa will receive $19.5billion over the
next year to take us there by 2033.
But it’s not just Nasa planning our

interplanetary push: former president
Barack Obama has said ‘more than 1,000
private companies across nearly 50 states
are working on private space initiatives’.
So here’s the current state of play…

The road ahead
CARmanufacturerAudi has unveiled its
version of the Mars Rover exploration
robot, called Lunar Quattro Rover.
It makes an appearance in the latest
Alien film, Alien: Covenant, but will be
put to more practical use when it travels
across the Moon next year. The Moon is

Could humans really be on the Red Planet by 2025?
Luke Edwards sets out the challenges ahead, from
creating oxygen, inducing global warming to build
an atmosphere and avoiding the dreaded ‘space brain’
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a training ground for Mars exploration
and the next Nasa Mars Rover is due
there in 2020.
But they’re robots. What about people?

Rocket company SpaceX says it will send
two paying customers around the Moon
in 2018 on its Falcon Heavy rocket
(which has more than double the power
of the current largest vehicle flying).
However, the Moon is three days away,
while reaching Mars would take eight
months, and only then in ideal conditions
that occur once every two years.
Nasa and Space X’s solution is for a

space launch system that can propel craft
forward at even faster speeds than the
Falcon Heavy but with the same power.

Imagine propulsion systems working
in the vacuum of space with no forces
such as gravity or atmosphere to oppose
them. That partly accounts for how a
cruising speed of 65,000mph can be
reached. (The rest is down to plasma –
but you’ll need a degree in physics to get
your head around that.)
So far, so good? Not quite. Worryingly,

research carried out at the University of
California, Irvine, found that travelling
Mars-scale distances in deep space will
expose humans to enough cosmic

Surviving space
SHOULD we actually survive the trip to
Mars, we’d find it pretty inhospitable.
The Mars atmosphere is 100 times thinner
than Earth’s and contains 96 per cent
carbon dioxide, while the average
temperature is -60C.
Initially, food would be transported

and dried. Last month, though, Nasa and
the University of Arizona showed off an
inflatable greenhouse that could be used
for future space farming. The prototype
recycles air, waste and water. Astronauts
breathe out carbon dioxide, which plants
absorb. They then return oxygen the
astronauts can breathe in.
Water is a little more complicated.

The data varies wildly. Speaking at a Ted
Talk last summer, respected science
journalist Stephen Petranek said the
planet’s soil alone is anything between
one and 60 per cent water, while there is
plenty of ice just beneath the surface. If
all the ice at its South Pole melted, the
planet would be under nearly ten metres
of water.
Despite its appearance, Mars is

relatively humid, comparable to the
Atacama Desert in Chile, so an advanced
dehumidifier could extract enough water
for human needs. But breathing won’t be
so simple. To save reliance on transported
tanks of oxygen, a machine called Moxie,
which can draw out the oxygen from the
planet’s CO2-heavy atmosphere, has
been proposed.

» Continued from Page 33

radiation to potentially cause brain
damage, anxiety and chronic dementia –
dubbed ‘space brain’.
Despite the challenges, SpaceX boss

Elon Musk claims his company will land
people on Mars by 2025.
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Crater expectations:
The Audi Lunar Quattro
Rover is going to the Moon
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WHAT DOES IT FEEL LIKE TO LIVE IN SPACE?

Changing the planet
AT FIRST, inflatable shelters and the
landers themselves will be home but due
to radiation from the sun this
wouldn’t work long-term.We
could live underground in caves
and lava tubes or use the Mars
soil with a plastic polymer to
3D-print bricks for thick walls.
Ultimately, the best way
to survive for a long
time would be in
terraforming the
planet, which
means altering
environmental
factors such as
atmosphere and
topography.
Creating the

right atmosphere
means having air,
warmth and
protection from
radiation. Step
one is heating up
the planet, which
can be done by
aiming a solar
sail at the poles’
frozen carbon
dioxide. This
would evaporate to
atmosphere, causing
global warming, just
like on Earth. This

could theoretically happen within 20
years. The warmer atmosphere would
melt ice and create running water, which
opens the possibility of growing crops.

This in turn would create more
moisture in the air for rain and snow.
It would also create enough
atmospheric pressure to make
pressurised spacesuits redundant.

BeyondMars
SOME scientists say Mars
isn’t our best option for
colonisation.Yes, it’s the
closest planet, but recent
discoveries have found
that Saturn’s moon
Enceladus has
underground salt
oceans and possibly
conditions that could
support organisms
such as bacteria.

Nasa also
recently
discovered
a new solar
system,
TRAPPIST-1,
with three
exoplanets that

could sustain
human life. But at

39.5 light years away
we’ll need to get cracking.
One giant leap at a time, eh?

‘EVER woken up and didn’t
know where you were?’

Brian Duffy, the Nasa
astronaut who helped build the
International Space Station, is
talking about what it’s really
like to spend weeks in space.

‘When I got back from weeks
in space, where we sleep
floating, I woke up thinking
I was upside down above my
dresser. Then I felt this weight
on me and thought something
was sat on top of me but it was

just gravity. I hate gravity.
Coming back to Earth is
actually tougher than
going into space.’

Training on Earth has
become more advanced
thanks to virtual
reality. Even now,
tourists at the
Kennedy Space
Centre can
have VR
experiences
to learn to

work as teams in real
interplanetary scenarios.

Duffy says that VR could
be used to allow for a

family conference, across
space. ‘Of course there

will be a 17-minute
time delay,’ he

says, ‘but it
will be like a

conversation in
3D, like you’re
all in a room
together.’

‘I want
to die on

Mars, just not
on impact’

Elon Musk

.Grow your own: Greenhouses that recycle air, waste and.
.water have been developed at the University of Arizona.

an atmosphere


